This study focuses on code-switching (CS) in French/Algerian Arabic bilingual communities and investigates how speech technologies, such as automatic data partitioning, language identification and automatic speech recognition (ASR) can serve to analyze and classify this type of bilingual speech. A preliminary study carried out using a corpus of Maghrebian broadcast data revealed a relatively high presence of CS Algerian Arabic as compared to the neighboring countries Morocco and Tunisia. Therefore this study focuses on code switching produced by bilingual Algerian speakers who can be considered native speakers of both Algerian Arabic and French. A specific corpus of four hours of speech from 8 bilingual French Algerian speakers was collected. This corpus contains read speech and conversational speech in both languages and includes stretches of code-switching. We provide a linguistic description of the code-switching stretches in terms of intra-sentential and intersentential switches, the speech duration in each language. We report on some initial studies to locate French, Arabic and the code-switched stretches, using ASR system word posteriors for this pair of languages.
Introduction
Code-switching (CS) is the process of switching from one language to another in the same conversational sequence [1, 2, 3] . CS is a spoken phenomenon of bilingual and multilingual communities [4, 5] . Given the high number of bilingual speakers worldwide, the phenomenon of CS is extremely frequent although it has not yet been frequently studied by the automatic speech processing community.
Bilingual speakers may spontaneously introduce words and phrases from one language (the embedded language) placed within the basic language (the matrix language). CS may take different forms within the speech, linguists distinguish between inter-sentential and intra-sentential CS [6] . We notice that there are different terms used to refer to bilingual speech phenomena that we consider CS such as mixed structure [7] , mixed code [5] , transcodic marks, loan words. All these phenomena, that are included in this present CS study, are typically studied in interactional sociolinguistics [8, 5] , language learning/acquisition [9, 10] as well as general linguistics. More recently, CS speech has also raised interest in computational linguistics and automatic speech processing research [11, 12, 13] . A lot of the studied CS data come from media and web podcast corpora. These types of corpora are relatively easy to obtain and may contain large amounts of data. However, for acousticphonetic studies, media data are often inadequate as the acoustic signal quality may be low (noise, weak sound quality and audibility) and they may present some difficulties to process (low quantity of CS, high speech rate, overlapping speech). One of the aims of this study is to collect and annotate a French/Arabic CS speech corpus of high acoustic quality and with a relatively high density of CS. To this purpose, we selected speakers who are used to language switch in their daily lives. The data were not collected in a field study, the speakers were invited to come to our lab. However, we designed a special protocol to collect CS data in different production rates and styles. The potential usages of the data are multiple: classification of foreign accent, work on L2 pronunciation learning, phonetic and prosodic comparisons of monolingual and bilingual speech.
In this paper we will first present related work, before introducing our corpus collection and the resulting data. Too, we address the challenge of how to obtain a CS corpus in laboratory environment by creating a sociolinguistic context favoring speech in two languages. As the corpus annotation is still underway, we provide some partial statistics on the content and some first experiments at detecting CS segments. Figure 1 illustrates an example of intra-sentential French/Arabic code switching. The sentence starts with a word in French and is then completed in Arabic. This figure provides annotations at the word level, the language segmentation and tags, and the English translation (bottom line). 
Related Work
From LID and ASR perspectives, CS has received attention in several studies using a variety of data from speech web data to carefully recorded speech. In Mandarin-Taiwanese CS, switches of language where a high CS was observed, Lyu and Lyu [14] used three sets of data for their LID system: a monolingual training data set for Mandarin, another monolingual training set for Taiwanese, and finally a code-switching test data set (Test-CS). The Test-CS data consist of 4.8 hours of speech and it corresponds to 4600 utterances. Their LID system proposes to evaluate the CS and contribute to error reduction for LID and ASR. In the same line, Lyu et al., [15] designed the SEAME (Mandarin-English code-switching speech corpus in South-East Asia) corpus with 93 hours recorded from media interviews of Singaporean and Malaysian speakers who mix Mandarin and English in their speech. In their corpus, intrasentential CS represented 30 hours of spontaneous Mandarin-English with Mandarin being the dominant language. In CS radio broadcast data, Modipa et al., [16] tested the performance of ASR system in Sepedi spoken mixed with English as dominant language, detection of the language change in the utterance. They analysed the mechanism of CS in this pair of languages by quantifying the frequency of CS. An acoustic analysis was also done using this corpus in order to develop an ASR system. They produced and used a dictionary for the two languages in a single bilingual ASR system.
Research questions
In this paper, we pose and attempt address the following questions:
i. Is CS a common practice in Maghrebian broadcast speech and in which country is CS practice more frequent?
ii. How can we collect conversational speech including code-switching? Are there methods to incite CS?
iii. Can code-switching be detected using LID systems [17] ? what is the minimum time span to be successful?
iv. Can we detect code-switching using ASR systems?
v. How can speech technologies help in quantifying different types of CS?
The first question is addressed using a large collection of broadcast and podcast speech data from the Maghreb countries referred to as the MCSM corpus. The results of this preliminary study on Arabic/French code-switching guided our choices to collect a CS corpus of read and spontaneous speech focused mainly on Algerian Arabic (question ii) . The last three questions deal with evaluating the potential help of automatic speech processing tools to detect code-switching and/or in providing support in annotating such corpora for further linguistic studies.
The French-Algerian FACST corpus
In this section we present the bilingual community and describe the corpus and the different steps of the data collection. We also provide some basic statistics of the collected CS data.
Code-switching in FR/AA bilingual community
Algerian Arabic (AA) is one of the Arabic dialects used in informal situations and in daily life contrary to Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) which is mainly used in formal communication as in eduction, press news, media and political speeches. AA is the mother tongue of about 40 millions of Algerians. It is an oral language and has few written resources. In Algeria, French is the major second language inherited from the bygone colonial era and still learned during education. It is also used in daily life in contact with AA. French is the language of several scientific faculties and it is used by part of Algerian press and media. Hence, AA has been in contact with FR for historical and educational reasons over many decades [18] . As a consequence, Algerian people tend to speak fluently both French and AA, and CS phenomena frequently appear in their daily communication. One can notice that, in the Algerian community, a lot of languages and dialects coexist: Arabic and its dialects, Berber and its variants, French in the larger cities of the country and Spanish in the North West of Algeria. In this study, we focus on spoken Algérois [19] , the AA dialect of the Algiers area. This region shows a high degree of contact between AA and FR, where more CS practice can be expected than in other regions of Algeria. The situation of CS in France, has a tendency to be dominated by the French language. In their professional or educational contexts, Algerians tend to prefer French as basic communication language, while occasionally switching to AA.
Corpus
Prior to collecting our French/Arabic CS speech corpus in France, we made a preliminary study on the MCSM database (Maghrebian Code-switching in Media) [20] , which consists of a collection of Maghrebian broadcasts from Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia. In this study, we compared the quantity of CS occurring in dialectal Arabic with a focus on code switches to French. The corpus consists of 53 hours of television media containing entertainment and TV talk shows in Arabic dialects: Algerian (14 hours), Moroccan (15 hours), Tunisian (24 hours). This study aimed at answering the following question: is Arabic-French CS frequent in Maghreb dialects? In which country is the CS effect the strongest? Table 1 Although the number of switches is relatively high, the segments tend to be of very short duration and typically include either discourse markers and adverbs (alors 'then', donc 'so', justement 'precisely', d'accord 'OK',) or technical vocabulary such as fashion products. This latter switches can be considered as loan word switches. Given these results on the media data, we decided to focus our CS corpus collection on the French/Algerian pair of languages as the chance to find codeswitching speakers seems to be higher.
FACST
The FACST corpus (French Arabic Code-switching Triggered) consists of records of CS conversations with bilingual adult speakers who tend to code-switch in there daily lives. At present, FACST includes 8 bilingual speakers aged from 20 to 35. They all have lived a part of their lives in Algeria and another in France. They all have studied at university and use both languages daily and often with CS. We recorded the speakers in a soundproof room at LPP (Labortoire de Phonétique et Phonologie) of Sorbonne-Nouvelle University in Paris. The corpus is intended to serve multiple research purposes in CS including language identification studies, language boundary de-tection, as well as phonetic and prosodic issues in CS speech and other linguistics studies. The aim of recording these conversations at LPP was on one hand to get speech with a high quantity of CS in the records, on the other hand, recordings in a soundproof booth ensure a high acoustic quality of the signal.
Data collection
We selected the participants using a sociolinguistic online questionnaire (ECSP 2016) "Experience of Code-switching practice" with questions about their linguistic autobiography, the environment in which languages are practised, language acquisition/learning, CS habits. . .
Recording sessions started with a preliminary unrecorded conversation with the speaker to get her/him in a relaxed setting practicing both languages in the same interaction. First, we asked the speakers to perform oral readings of two texts with three different speech rates (slow, normal, fast), one in AA and and other one in FR. We asked the speakers to read a text excerpt of "Le Petit Prince" for French, and an excerpt from the movie scenario "Bab El-Oued city" in Algerian Arabic. The stimuli of the controlled read speech are summarized in Table 2 . The goal of this experiment was, firstly to obtain a controlled monolingual speech corpus in AA and FR for bilingual speakers before proceeding to the bilingual speech. Secondly, we would like to highlight potential pronunciation differences of consonants and vowels in each language separately. Thirdly, using the three speech rate task, we intend to study realisation differences in consonants and vowels.
The second step consisted of recording dual conversations between the linguist (who is a bilingual speaker of both languages) and the speaker. The CS conversations are triggered by questions about life and study in both countries. So, the role of the linguist is to ask the questions and let the speaker answer freely and hopefully make use of CS. The recordings lasted from 15 to 25 minutes for each speaker. Figure 2 illustrates the methodology used to entice natural CS conversations. The linguist asked questions in one or the other of the targeted languages (FR or AA) also including CS to stimulate spontaneous speech with FR/AA code-switching.
The main role of the linguist here was to create a sociolinguistic context in which conversational CS occurs naturally in guided dialogs. However, we want to point out that this collection experiment, carried out in a soundproof room, is clearly not a sociolinguistic survey in the field -it is an attempt to trigger similar naturalistic CS phenomena in a lab setting.
Annotation
We used the Transcriber [21] program to manually segment the audio utterances into sentences, breath groups, speech turns, languages used. We also annotated the speakers and the language of the segments as follows: The transcription of the speech has been done after the segmentation and language annotation. The AA speech was transcribed using a transliteration orthography inspired by Buckwalter Arabic transliteration [22] . We chose this transcription convention in order to facilitate the use of the manual transcripts for phonetic analyses while keeping the possibility to convert the transliterated characters to Arabic charterers in future studies. For the time being, the speech data from 5 subjects has been manually transcribed. Their production in terms of words and duration by language are shown in Table 3 . Figure 3 shows a histogram of length of CS speech segments for FR/AA. 
Speech Technologies for Code-Switching
In the following, we report on some first experiments to detect CS using automatic speech processing tools. First, the speech files were automatically segmented into acoustically homogeneous segments, which ideally correspond to speaker turns and/or to a given language or stable acoustic conditions (broad band/telephone band...). These segments were then automatically transcribed using different ASR systems [23, 17] in parallel: a French system, a multi-dialect Arabic system (predominantly Lebanese) and an Algerian Arabic (dialect) system. The systems were trained on several hundreds of hours of speech from a large number of speakers. The Algerian models are the result of adapting the multi-dialect Arabic system with about 300 hours of data from Algerian speakers. Our expectation is that the French system will produce the highest scores on French speech and vice versa, that AA speech will be best decoded by one of the two Arabic systems. Figure 4 shows Table 4 gives the average word posteriors (confidence scores) for each speaker as a function of the manually annotated language and the ASR system used to transcribe the data. Overall, and for most speakers, a higher confidence is obtained when the data is processed with the matching system. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented our ongoing studies on French/Algerian Arabic code switching in spoken language. We tried to answer several different research questions. First, we used a large set of media data from the Maghrebian countries to measure the Arabic/French code switching reality in entertainment shows. This study revealed that the Algerian shows featured a much higher CS rate as compared to Tunisian and Moroccan broadcast shows. We described a speech collection protocol to record both a monolingual speech and a CS speech corpus testing different ways to elicit or trigger natural codeswitching in spontaneous speech. The purpose of the corpus is to facilitate acoustic-phonetic studies of segments in bilingual and CS situations. At present, the corpus contains 8 hours of speech which are still in process of being manually segmented, annotated and transcribed. The four hours of transcribed data which have been used in this work show a high density of code-switching with mainly short intra-sentential CS, although some segments are of longer duration and cover stretches of CS beyond sentential boundaries. These first results confirm that our CS triggering protocol was successful and that using it we were able to obtain spontaneous code switched speech with both inter-and intra-sentential CS. Concerning the question as to whether CS can be automatically detected, we presented first results using three different ASR systems in parallel (French, multi-dialectal Arabic, Algerian Arabic). These results show that short duration CS segments poses serious challenges to automatic language identification in CS speech, although parallel ASR systems may produce word posteriors which are good indicators of language change. We will pursue this line of investigation in our future work. Concerning our last question on the use of speech technologies to study CS, our present assessment is that automatic speech transcription is of great help to achieve a high quality transcription and temporal alignments into words and phones which opens new perspectives for large scale CS studies on acoustic-phonetic and prosodic levels.
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